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What do we mean by ‘gifted’ and ‘talented’?
The definition of ‘gifted’ means a student who is 

academically able above their peers in certain or all 

subjects across the curriculum. 

The definition of ‘talented’ is a student that shows flare and 

ability above that of their peers. Talented students tend to 

have high ability in the creative arts and Design and 

Technology. As stated by  Professor Deborah Eyre, Director 

of the National Academy for Gifted and Talented Youth:

(Gifted and Talented students are) ‘Students who achieve, 

or have the ability to achieve, at a level significantly in 

advance of their peers. This may be in all areas of the 
curriculum or in a limited range’

It is important to remember that students may not be 

showing high levels of ability in all subjects all the time, they 

will all have strengths in different areas for example the 

creative or performing arts, but struggle with Maths, or are 

very good at Maths but struggle with English! 

Student Feedback:
‘Cranbourne pushes 

me to achieve ‘

1. Introduction into what Gifted and Talented is

Top Tip: It is important 

that children learn 

resilience from an early 

age to be able to cope 

with the challenges 

that life presents



The student may appear gifted or talented if she / he: The gifted or talented student may be missed if she / he:

 Speaks confidently  Is quiet

 Has sophisticated vocabulary in English  Is learning English as an additional language

 Is mature in outlook and attitudes  Is immature in outlook

 Reads early  Is slow to read / write

 Was born September - December  Has a summer birthday

 Has good general knowledge  Has limited pre-school experience

 Has a bright sibling or siblings  Has slow siblings

 Has good physical skills  Has poor physical skills

 Is attractive and lively  Is scruffy and lethargic

 Presents work neatly  Presents work untidily

Make something
Model, design, collection of artefacts, artwork of an
aspect of your study.

Teach or demonstrate
Something you have learnt to someone else or to the
class.

Compare
Select and then compare different elements of your study.
Find similarities and differences.

Creative recording
Photos, video, collage of your work for a presentation.

Graph
Visual record of some aspects of your work.

Demonstrate
Give a demonstration to show what you have learnt.

Survey
Gather people’s opinions, feelings about some fact, idea
or aspect of your study.

Dramatise
Organise a role-play on something you have learnt.

Forecast
Look to the future, how will your topic change in the next
10 years.

Top Tip: Do a range of different activities with your child and monitor what they find the easiest and hardest to complete. If they find something hard this is a 

good indicator they should/could do more of this type of activity as it is putting them in their ‘struggle zone’

2.  Strategies for parents to use to support their child



2.  Strategies for parents to use to support their child

Top tip: By taking the thought 

process right through to the 

end an able student feels 

more fulfilled…



We believe every student should have the 

chance to spread their wings. 
We do not believe at Cranbourne that 

students should not be able to access 

Cranbourne + just because they might not 

have had equal opportunity in their 

education or home life. If a student has the 

potential to achieve within Cranbourne + we 

will encourage them onto this pathway. 

Students with specific learning difficulties are 

not exempt from applying to Cranbourne +
Instead we will support their learning journey 

through specific supportive materials and 

teacher input within the lesson and additional 

support if needed. 
Student Feedback:

‘I feel I get so many enrichment 

opportunities at Cranbourne both in 

and out of the classroom‘

Top Tip: Speak 

with your 

child's 

classroom 

teacher if you 

are unsure 

that 

Cranbourne + 

is the right 

route for 

them. 

Academically 

your child's 

teacher will 

know them 

the best and 

be able to 

advise you

3. Strategies used at Cranbourne, including Cranbourne plus and Go Further



3. Strategies used at Cranbourne, including Cranbourne plus and Go Further

Top tip: Gifted children's reasoning and 

critical thinking may rival most adults, but 

that doesn't mean they shouldn’t be 

expected to socially and emotionally 

handle adult situations

Student Feedback:

‘Cranbourne Plus is great I feel like I've 

made loads more friends that like things 

that I like ‘



3. Strategies used at Cranbourne, including Cranbourne plus and Go Further

Top Tip: Growth mind set is a theory where 

positive interaction triggers the confidence 

to try again when something has not gone 

to plan and turns the failures into learning 

moments for students 

Student 

Feedback:

‘Lessons are 

varied and 

diverse and 

we get in and 

learning 

straight away‘



4. University and careers information, including culture capital

The Study Club

An online coaching provision to develop study skills 

Launched this year for our Cranbourne+ students, Deputy Head Girl—Milli Ward 

now offers regular and frequent coaching to develop resilience and positivity 

with her self-reflection and study focussed Teams group. Milli has taken the lead 

as our Senior Study Advocate, to offer a listening ear, and to share best practice 

throughout the group, to advance the quality of study and revision, and to 

optimise opportunities which might otherwise be overlooked.

This group, is overseen by key Cranbourne+ staff, and is a positive and safe 

space for students to participate as and when they choose, and to develop 
their confidence and enhance their skills.

Learn & Grow

A careers enrichment programme for Year 7

Here at Cranbourne we start discussing future pathways from Year 7. We 

feel it is important that students know early on in life their post-16 options, 

from when they leave Cranbourne, ahead to their careers choices. 

Students on Cranbourne+ will have the opportunity to discuss careers with 

our dedicated Careers Lead and will meet and be taught by the Gifted 

and Talented Co-ordinator to enable the students to have access to the 

relevant people. 

In Year 7, we have developed a programme of specialist teaching, looking 

at the world of employment, identity and branding, labour market 

information and vital employability skills. All of this becomes the foundation 

for further learning in Year 8, and beyond.

October 2020
Students will explore the life, 
work  and art of Gilbert White, 
and begin to examine their own 
interests and passions.  They will 
develop their own ‘tree of life’ 
looking at who they are now, and 
where they might branch out in 
future.  We will create  individual 
art pieces, using ‘flower 
hammering’, which will evolve 
into one collaborative artwork.

January 2021
Students will examine their 
perceptions of what they think 
the world of employment looks 
like, what employability skills are, 
and then will be challenged to set 
up their own company to fully 
understand the many roles of 
every day industry.

March 2021
Students will learn about the 
history and characteristics of our 
Houses. They will develop their 
own mixed-media selfie image 
which explores their brand values, 
and expresses their identity, 
strengths and interests.

We will work through an 
employability skills audit, explore 
transferable skills and identify 
future areas for development.



4. University and careers information, including culture capital

Top Tip: Both our links at Oxford and 

Cambridge tell us that its not about how 

many after school activities children do, nor 

the variety of activities, but it’s the depth 

within a particular area the student can 

discuss that is a key indicator if a student is 

considered for their university. Cranbourne + 

therefore goes into more depth for each 

subject area to ensure our students remain 

in the running for these top university's. 

Our students at 

St Edmonds 

Hall, Oxford



4. University and careers information, including culture capital

Top Tip: Cultural capital is ‘ The cultural 

knowledge that serves as currency that 

helps us navigate culture and alerts our 

experiences and the opportunities 

available to us’

The harsh truth is that 7% of children are privately educated and they hold 94% of all elite jobs (judges, CEOs of 

FTSE 100 companies, the cabinet). 

These ex-Cranbourne students (Class of 2018) have continued to thrive 

at College and remained friends. They are now headed onto the next 

phase. Some of the chosen Universities are; Cambridge (Law), St Barts

(Medicine), UCL (Medicine) and Bristol (Pure Maths). 



Andrew Lloyd Webber: 

Perhaps watch the film 

‘Phantom of the Opera’ as 

all the music is created by 

Andrew Lloyd Webber, it’s 

the longest running theatre 

production in the world!

Austen: Austen is based on 

Jane Austen, perhaps you 

could read some of her 

literature? Or visit her home 

to get an idea of how she 

lived while creating her 

work 

White: Try to get to the Pallent 

House in Chichester where 

there is an incredible collection 

of Gilbert White’s work. Do you 

know he also wrote a book? 

The Natural History and 

Antiquities of Selborne

Thomson: Alex Thomson, who works for 

Channel 4 news is currently reporting 

on the environmental impact we are 

having on the world. Find out about his 

work and how you could help support 

the global movement for a cleaner 

world. 

Top Tip: You 

don’t have to 

spend a lot of 

money to 

increase your 

cultural 

capital – for 

example the 

Willis museum 

in town is free!

• Theatre shows are currently available on you tube for 

free! 

• Family meals without technology 

• Enjoy all forms of reading through magazine, blogs or 

a family book club 

• Children could read to younger siblings

• Find out about university exhibitions they are usually 

free and feature original and creative works

• Listen to the super 7 on the Guardian podcast to 

remain in the know about current affairs

• If you have access to Netflix watch some of their 

documentaries on politics and how democracy works



Reading list:

5. Websites and reading material that may be of use.

Websites:

Top Tip: Start small and 

don’t overwhelm your child. 

Read and discuss the books 

and theory with them, its 

their learning so they will be 

interested in how it works! 


